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NEW ENTRY IN THE LANDMARK LIADEN UNIVERSE® SERIESThe only bridge between past
and future is a leap of faith.Pursued by enemies, exiled Liaden clan Korval is settling into a new
base on backworld Surebleak. Moving is expensive, as is war, and Korval is strapped for cash.
Delm Korval has therefore instructed Master Trader Shan yos'Galan to design and implement
new trade routes, quickly.But this is no easy task. Dutiful Passage is targeted by Korval's
enemies, denied docking at respectable ports, and cheated at those less respectable.
Struggling to recuperate from an attack on his life, while managing daughter Padi’s emerging
psychic talents, Shan is running out of options—and time. His quest to establish the all-important
trade route puts him at odds with his lifemate, while doubting crew desert the ship. Facing the
prospect of failure, Shan accepts the assistance of chancy allies and turns the Passage toward a
port only just emerging from Rostov's Dust and awash with strange energies.Without trade, Clan
Korval will starve. Will a trader's leap of faith save everything—or doom all?About Dragon in
Exile:“[S]prawling and satisfying. . . . Space opera mixes with social engineering, influenced by
Regency-era manners and delicate notions of honor. . . . [I]t’s like spending time with old
friends . . .”—Publishers WeeklyAbout Necessity's Child:“Compelling and wondrous, as sharp
and graceful as Damascus steel, Necessity's Child is a terrific addition to Lee & Miller's addictive
series.”—Patricia BriggsAbout the Liaden Universe® series:"I have every Liaden Universe novel
ever written on my bookshelf. You should, too."—David Weber“Every now and then you come
across an author, or in this case, a pair, who write exactly what you want to read, the characters
and personalities that make you enjoy meeting them. . . . I rarely rave on and on about stories,
but I am devoted to Lee and Miller novels and stories.”—Anne McCaffrey“These authors
consistently deliver stories with a rich, textured setting, intricate plotting, and vivid, interesting
characters from fully-realized cultures, both human and alien, and each book gets better.”—
Elizabeth Moon“[D]elightful stories of adventure and romance set in a far future . . . space opera
milieu. It’s all a rather heady mix of Gordon R. Dickson, the Forsythe Saga, and Victoria Holt,
with Lee and Miller’s own unique touches making it all sparkle and sizzle. Anyone whose taste
runs toward SF in the true romantic tradition can’t help but like the Liaden Universe.”—
Analog“[T]he many fans of the Liaden universe will welcome the latest . . . continuing young pilot
Theo Waitley’s adventures.”—Booklist on Saltation“[A]ficionados of intelligent space opera will
be thoroughly entertained . . . [T]he authors' craftsmanship is top-notch.”—Publishers Weekly on
Lee and Miller’s popular Liaden Universe® thriller, I DareMaine-based writers Sharon Lee and
Steve Miller teamed up in the late 1980s to bring the world the story of Kinzel, an inept wizard
with a love of cats, a thirst for justice, and a staff of true power. Since then, the husband and wife
have written dozens of short stories and twenty plus novels, most set in their star-spanning
Liaden Universe®. Before settling down to the serene and stable life of a science fiction and
fantasy writer, Steve was a traveling poet, rock-band reviewer, reporter, and editor of a string of
community newspapers. Sharon, less adventurous, has been an advertising copywriter, copy



editor on night-side news at a small city newspaper, reporter, photographer, and book reviewer.
Both credit their newspaper experiences with teaching them the finer points of collaboration.
Sharon and Steve passionately believe that reading fiction ought to be fun, and that stories are
entertainment. They maintain a web presence at korval.com.
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straight up in her bed, gasping aloud.For a moment, she sat quiet in the dark, breath rasping in
her ears, too disordered to reach for an illumination—“Aviz?”The room light snapped on, chasing
every shadow.“Are you ill?” asked Kawli, her sister. She stood in the doorway, one hand on the
wall plate, the other holding a reader against her hip.“No . . . ” Aviz said slowly. She squinted
’round the room, her breathing back to normal now, chilly with the memory of the touch . . . “No,”
she said again. “It was a dream.”“A dream,” Kawli repeated, her tone neutral.“I was
being . . . stalked,” Aviz said, feeling after the dream, though already it was beginning to fade.
“Most unsettling.”She turned to meet her sister’s eyes. “I beg pardon, for disturbing you at your
studies.”“I had just finished the chapter,” Kawli said, considering her out of shrewd brown
eyes.“Come downstairs, why not? I’ll start the kettle for tea.”“Yes,” Aviz said, throwing back the
blankets and reaching for her robe. “A cup of tea will do me good.”Nersing carnYllum got up from
behind his desk and crossed the room to the balcony door. He pushed it open, stepped out—
and snatched the metal rail to steady himself. Eight stories below him the midday commuter had
stopped at the station. The debarking passengers looked very small.Nersing bit his lip, and
glanced over his shoulder, into his office.He had been writing the synopsis of the feasibility study
for a proposed new train line out from Arthenton Vane in the warehouse district, to Peck’s
Market, at the edge of the Grid.The project fairly crackled with political tension, as did any
project or program that hinted at collaboration between Wilderness and Civilization. It had taken
his office three years just to get approval and funding for the feasibility study. Now the results
were in and it was his task to present them clearly and without bias, all the while he fervently
hoped that the project would be approved at last.He had left strict instructions at the front desk



that he not be disturbed for anyone, be it the Warden himself. All such system alerts and rail-
traffic memos that would normally come to him had been put on hold, so that he could
concentrate.And he had been concentrating. To the exclusion of everything else, his mind wholly
on his task, until he had come to himself, one step onto a three-step-wide balcony and walking
briskly forward.Once more, he looked down at the trains, the traffic, the pedestrians and shops
so far below his vantage. Then, he turned, and carefully walked back into his office.He locked
the balcony door, crossed to the comm, and called building maintenance. Then, feeling
somewhat foolish, he called Security.While he waited for the two individuals he had summoned
to arrive, he reviewed the . . . incident.It would require an in-depth reading from Security, but he
thought—he was very nearly certain—that he had heard . . . something. Nothing so unsubtle as a
voice, but . . . something, a whisper that had acted directly upon his muscles, bypassing his busy
brain.That, he thought, was . . . worrisome.Uneasy, he went over to his desk, filed the report he’d
been writing and blanked the screen. He was just straightening up when a buzzer sounded. He
touched the intercom switch.“Security Chief calpakVernil is here to see you, sir,” his secretary
said, somewhat breathlessly. “At your request.”“Thank you,” he said, his own voice not quite
steady. “Please send the chief in.”Geritsi slentAlin sat on the damp sward, her knees drawn up
under her chin; Dosent, her sokyum, stretched beside her, thoroughly asleep. Overhead, the
stars were a scattering of blazing pinheads, visible where the brilliant swirling arms of The
Ribbons thinned in the progress of their eternal dance with the void.Geritsi sighed gently,
listening to the music of the dance. Tonight, too, the ambient glittered and sang, though they
were still more than a month from the Festival of the Seedlings. If it kept on like this, she thought,
the festival would be one for the ages.She closed her eyes, the better to listen—and that was
when she heard . . . something—else. Not the music of the stars or the mutter of systemic
rubbish. Not the self-satisfied humming of the ambient.No, this was a . . . voice, and it was
talking . . . not to her, not to the brilliant night. Perhaps, it spoke to itself. Perhaps, she thought,
straining to hear more clearly, it was speaking into a note taker—it had that kind of flatness about
it. Beside her, Dosent growled, flexed her claws, and raised her head.Teeth grit, Geritsi leaned
into the ambient, allowing the voice to flow directly into her memory, bypassing her
understanding altogether. Someone would have to sift them out, which might be embarrassing,
but she felt instinctively that these words—these intentions—were of vital importance to the
Haosa.The voice paused; there was a sense, as of attention sharpening. Geritsi made herself as
small and insignificant as possible, curling up inside her own shadow; shivering as she felt the
cold regard pass over her—and linger . . . . . . on Dosent.Geritsi gritted her teeth even as the cat’s
growl deepened.There came a flutter of what might have been—amusement.An animalΩ.The
words were quite clear—and quite clearly dismissive. Contemptuous.Then, the sense of another
presence was gone, leaving Geritsi and Dosent alone on the hillside. Above them, The Ribbons
danced, obscuring the stars; the ambient hummed no longer, as if it, too, were trying to escape
the attention of . . . whatever—whoever—was overlooking them.She’d best tell someone, she
thought, even though she’d get in trouble for being out so late by herself.Rising, she made a



small light and, Dosent at her side, walked up the hill. She paused at the summit, gazing down at
the village, noting the unusual number of lighted windows in this hour of the night. Had the voice
woken everybody in the Off-Grid?From below came a shout—another—and the sudden sound
of youngers, crying. More windows brightened; doors slammed; an illumination bloomed over
the square, back-lighting the shapes of the projectors, dashing across the square to the news-
tree.Geritsi and Dosent began to run.Dutiful PassageLanglast DepartureIIt started with a walk in
the rain, himself and his oathsworn, across a dim port plaza. Rounded paving stones made for
treacherous footing, and he was preoccupied; impatient, his thoughts on the end of the mission,
on the next day’s joyous reunion with his lifemate and his ship.Mincing across the wet stones, he
knew how this would end; knew that the rain, the plaza, the man at his shoulder, were all part of
a terrible memory, replayed as a dream, now that one of them was safe. Knowing that he
dreamed, he tried to wake; felt the piercing agony of a headache behind his eyes, and redoubled
his efforts.“Right here, isn’t it, sir?”The voice pulled him back into the dream; he glanced up at
the mosaic flower above the shop door.“Thank you, Vanner,” he heard himself say. “I think I must
be more tired than I know.”He took a breath, and turned toward the door.He panicked then, and
threw himself wholesale into the effort of trying to alter the future—shouting aloud at his dream-
self to turn away, to run, to grab Vanner’s arm and—But it was no use. The dream rolled on,
inexorable, toward its foreknown tragedy.He opened the door, as he had done, awake, and was
doomed to do, again, asleep: walking down the aisle lined by gem-filled cases, to the back of the
store, where the proprietor awaited him.Spirit and soul afire, he fell, though that had been the
least of the things that had happened in that place—and lost consciousness.He tried to shout
himself into sense, but the dream rolled on, crushing his feeble attempts to wake back into a
world where this was the past, and not the living present.He did not scream when Vanner died,
murdered by his own hand, though he surely did so when the links he had cut rebounded
against his soul, and the lash struck—struck, and struck again.“Shan.”Even as he felt his life
ebbing, and the frail flutter of wings inside his chest . . . Even as another power, glittering dark
and diamond-sharp, harried him toward defeat—even then, he heard her voice; grasped it and
held to it with all of his remaining strength.“Shan. Wake now, love.”So simple a thing, he thought,
as a cool hand cupped his cheek. With her touch, the dream unraveled, and he was free.Free to
open his eyes; free to draw a deep, shuddering breath, as he looked up into her face. He had
fallen asleep in his chair. Foolish thing to have done.“Priscilla,” he said, his voice raw. “I do beg
your pardon.”“Because you had a nightmare?” she asked, slim eyebrows arching over black
eyes.He blew out a breath, nothing so humorous as a laugh.“Because I had a nightmare, again,”
he told her. “Really, of all the bad habits you might have expected me to adopt, screaming in my
sleep cannot have been among the first dozen.”“I don’t know that I’ve ever wanted you to adopt
any more bad habits at all,” his lifemate said meditatively. “I’m perfectly satisfied with those that
came with.”He did manage something nearer a laugh this time.“Wretch.”She smiled, and he was
struck to the heart.It was a weary thing, that smile, filigreed with worry he could See clearly even
in his diminished state. He raised a hand to touch her face.“Do not overspend yourself, Priscilla,”



he said gently.“Now, how would I do that?” she asked, with almost credible lightness. “I’ll have
you know that no less a person than the first mate has informed me that my melant’i as dramliza
and Healer stands before my melant’i as captain.”“There’s an impertinence,” he murmured,
sliding his fingers into the storm-cloud curls over her ear.“Well, yes; but she’s right. For the
moment. She’s a perfectly competent officer, and an excellent pilot. I don’t expect that anything
very terrible will happen before we make the Jump point, do you? And she does have Lonan and
Dil Nem as backup.”She gave him a slight smile. “Not to mention myself.”“Indeed.” He closed his
eyes, trying to recall the schedule, but it eluded him. Such forgetfulness was new since . . . well,
and Lina had said that he might expect such lapses, had she not? He had taken wounds. In fact,
he had nearly died. There were consequences to such adventures, such as low energy and a
vulnerability to nightmares. He would recover, in time; his body would heal, his memory would
rebound, the nightmares would fade, his gift would reassert itself as strong, or stronger, than
ever.All this, Lina promised, though she failed of committing to when. Pressed, she had obliged
him with vot’itzen—in Low Liaden, as one might speak to a child—which meant in good time.So,
in the midst of acquiring new bad habits, he must exert himself to acquire a new, good
habit.Patience.Priscilla bent, kissed his forehead, and straightened to glance about the
office.“May I give you a glass of wine?”“Thank you,” he said. “Wine would be welcome.”She
moved across the room, and he stood, trying to shake himself into order or, at the very least,
divest himself of the clinging strands of the dream. The memory.The shame.“Here you are.”She
offered him a glass of the red, and when he had taken it in hand, she raised her glass in
salute.“To your good health.”It was apt, he thought; certainly he would accept all and any
assistance toward good health. He raised his glass a deal less jauntily.“To the good health of all,”
he said.They drank. Priscilla curled into a corner of the couch, and he sat beside her.“How fares
Padi?” he asked.He was to have met Priscilla at the half-shift, for a glass of wine and a shared
sleep period. Upon his arrival in the master trader’s office, fresh from the war bridge, and a
piloting sim, he’d found that Priscilla had left a message—she was stopping to visit Padi in
sickbay, and would be a few minutes behind him, whereupon he had sat down in his chair and
fallen asleep.In truth, he would have liked to visit Padi—his child, his apprentice in trade, nascent
wizard and none too happy with that newly realized state of her being. The Healers presiding
over his case had declared it prudent that he and Padi not meet until she was released from
quarantine. Padi therefore resided under Lina’s care, in sickbay, another situation he was certain
met with less than her full approval.Still, it had been agreed among the ship’s Healers—Lina,
Priscilla, and himself—that it was best, given the sudden and forceful onset of Padi’s gifts, and
her first use of those gifts—that she remain under observation for three ship-days. It was an
arbitrary number, as even the assembled Healers acknowledged, while also acknowledging that
three days was very likely the limit of what Padi’s patience would bear.“Padi is testy, but well,”
Priscilla said in answer to his question, “and still terribly bright. She’s mastered the basic control
level, and has informed Lina that acquiring her trader’s ring remains her first and most important
life goal. Any instruction touching upon her newly manifest gifts must take second place.”“That,”



said Shan, “is what got her into trouble in the first place.”Priscilla looked at him blandly. “She
promises, most faithfully, that she will not wall off her gifts a second time.”“Excellent. Learning
has taken place.”Priscilla laughed, and raised her glass. They drank again, sharing a wry
smile.“On your topic,” Priscilla said, “Padi does . . . strongly question the wisdom of severing her
link to you.”“Surely Lina explained that she cannot nourish two forever.”“It’s Padi’s feeling that she
has too much for one, far too much for her needs, and that she would willingly give all she has to
you.”“A filial child,” he said, bland in his turn. “I had hoped to show her the benefits of her gifts.
She sees them only as a hindrance to her heart’s desire.”He paused, staring for a moment into
his wine.“How if Lina were to confide that Healers are forever entangled with those they Heal?
Padi cannot, in a word, be rid of me now.”Priscilla sipped consideringly.“Padi might find the
information interesting, though immaterial to her case.”“Likely correct,” Shan said with a
sigh.They were quiet then, each occupied with their own thoughts. Shan’s stayed with his
daughter. Padi was going to require a skillful hand in her training. Coming into so much power
after hiding from herself for so long, and now to be so grudging in its acceptance . . . Lina was
not inept. Priscilla was herself a Witch of Sintia—a lapsed Witch of Sintia, he corrected himself.
She had power, training, and control within the spectrums available to Liaden dramliz, though
Priscilla’s gifts, so she believed, came to her from an all-knowing and compassionate Goddess.
She had received rigorous training as a novice and was in her turn a meticulous teacher.If it
came to that, he was accounted a good teacher, though he might not be quite so effective while
recovering from his near murder.It was possible—perhaps even likely—he thought, without
enthusiasm, that Padi was going to require the considerable resources of a full Healer Hall for
Sorting.And if she was found to be a dramliza, the Hall would train her for a life-work that did not
include trade.“Are there any full dramliza who are also traders?” Priscilla asked.So their thoughts
had been running in tandem, after all. Shan moved his shoulders.“If there are, I have never heard
of them. Which argues that they are very good at concealing their natures.” He sighed, rueful.
“And I have just made Padi’s point for her.”“Yes.” Priscilla paused, and put a gentle hand on his
knee. “Matters will clarify, once we identify her spectrum. We only need to wait until her gift
settles and we can See her properly.”He nodded, stared blankly at the glass in his hand before
lifting it to finish the last of the wine.“Shan, you should rest.”Yes, he admitted to himself; he
should rest. But he was beginning to distrust sleep, knowing what awaited him there.Before he
had spent his talent dry in a desperate bid to Heal a dire enemy of his House, he might have
taken himself to Healspace and woven a self-Heal, or put himself into a Healing sleep. Now,
even those small things were beyond him, and his Sight—which he had depended upon since
he had come halfling as a Healer—was depleted to the point of blindness.Lina had also
promised that these wounds would heal, vot’itzen. In the meanwhile, he bid fair to being useless
—No, he thought, catching himself up sternly. That was rankest self-pity. He was a pilot of Korval;
he was a master of trade. He was the lifemate of Priscilla Delacroix y Mendoza. These were not
trivialities. He was more—he was other than his gifts, though that argument again came
perilously close to Padi’s chosen line of rebellion.Padi—in her ignorance, new-come to her



powers, Seeing with Healer’s eyes, as direct in her solving as any other born under Clan Korval’s
Tree-and-Dragon—had sought to Heal him of psychic exhaustion by the simple expedient of
producing a link—say, rather, a conduit—between them, and feeding him her power. An intuitive
act, so all three of the more experienced Healers had agreed—intuitive and dangerous, for both
donor and recipient.Never less than thorough in her undertakings, Padi had formed a sturdy, and
more importantly, a strong connection. It had taken both Lina and Priscilla, working carefully,
hours to dismantle it, after they had separated Padi’s energies from his. Shan thought Padi had
not actively worked against the Healers, though she certainly had not tried to assist them.“I can,”
Priscilla said softly, “give you a dreamless rest.”He looked at her, curled into the corner of the
couch, empty glass held loosely between long fingers. She was tired, even to non-Healer eyes,
and his first thought was to decline her offer.While dragons—most especially Korval Dragons—
wished to protect those under their wing, they did not come easily to being protected. He knew
that, though he was not accustomed to thinking himself so very much a Dragon.Still, he took a
deep breath, and thought a second time.There were facts, to wit: He had been wounded,
physically. Rest was necessary to recuperation. He was the clan’s master trader and would soon
be needed at his post, in good health and clear mind. Therefore . . . He inclined his head.“I
accept the gift.”“Thank you,” she said softly.She put her glass, and his, on the table next to the
couch. Then, she rose, and held a hand down to him. He took it, and tried not to be ashamed,
that he needed her support to rise.A few minutes later, they were together in their bed, she
curled around him, so comfortable and usual that he was already drowsing, soothed by her
warmth and her nearness. Sighing, he drifted toward sleep.There came the splash of rain
against his face; he tensed toward waking—And relaxed, utterly, into deep and dreamless
sleep.Shan went to sleep eagerly, like a starving man reaching for a crust of bread. Priscilla,
however, lay awake, holding him against her, looking at him—at the unique tapestry of his soul—
and thinking dire thoughts.He had taken—no! he had inflicted horrific damage upon himself. She
could see the half-healed lacerations, the bruising, the tears, where he had slashed through
threads, bindings, the very fabric of his soul, in his frenzy to be certain that, should he be
trapped and subverted, the enemy would take no other captives through him.It was very true that
a Healer formed a bond—became entangled—with every soul they Healed. There were a
hundred and more such threads woven into the tapestry of Shan, each glowing with energies
peculiar to itself, enriching, and enriched by, the mutual bond.She could see the link that they
shared—broad; weighted with love, trust, and their years together, as partners and lovers. It
blazed bright, even now, after he had severed it in his need to keep her safe. Nothing could truly
sever that link, which he must have known. But, there, he had been playing against time. If he
had lost his gamble with death, it would not have mattered that the severing could only be
temporary; that the link would reestablish itself stronger than ever before.Priscilla sighed and
curled closer to him in body, as she gazed more nearly upon his soul.She could see the link he
shared with Padi; and all the others of his kin, brighter than the threads of those he had Healed,
if not so bright as the lifemate bond.There was a new thread.In fact, there were two—more



slender than the kin-links, yet more intimate; two black threads woven tightly into the endlessly
fascinating tapestry that was Shan. Two threads that together had a name.Tarona Rusk.A
powerful dramliza, Tarona Rusk, and a woman of great and abiding evil, who had it as her life’s
object to destroy Clan Korval.A woman to whom Priscilla was indebted, for having snatched
Shan back from the edge of his death.After he had Healed Tarona of what may have been
her . . . delusion. Priscilla doubted it was within even Shan’s scope to Heal evil.And now, these
two threads, these two very strong threads, that linked her lifemate and her love to a woman lost
in wickedness.She thought, not for the first time, that she should excise the things, but upon
looking closely, she conceded, as she had done before, that she could not be certain she would
not harm Shan in the process.It was, she thought, disquieting, even worrying. But she could not
solve it tonight. Indeed, she could not—ought not—solve it herself. Shan kept his own soul, as
she kept hers. If, when he was fully returned to himself, he wished to excise those threads, she
would gladly give him what assistance he asked.That settled once more, Priscilla sighed, closed
her Inner Eyes, and breathed herself into sleep.IIPadi had asked Lina if she might return to her
own quarters. She had asked very politely, and without any ill temper.Of course, demonstrating a
sweet and reasonable temper was not at all the same as moderating one’s so-called gift, but it
did show good intent, especially as it was control which Lina was at such pains to teach
her.Despite it being a skill Padi needed to perfect quickly, for the safety of ship and crew, Lina
was not happy to be teaching her control. Even Padi could see that. It had, so she thought, to do
with Padi having confined her gift for so very long. Lina feared the damage that might have been
done, and did not care to do more. So, Lina was cautious, and conflicted, and if they had been
engaged in trade, Padi flattered herself that she could have used that to her own
advantage.Sadly, she and Lina were not at trade. Lina was a Healer, and it was her current task
to give Padi a grounding in basic dramliz practice.Padi had applied herself to her lessons. The
result, so she was told, was a steady, implacable . . . brightness, which she understood was
much to be preferred over the random sparking and flickering which had been the shape of her
gift when it had first manifested. Lina had even said that she was managing nicely.Which was
when Padi had asked if she might be allowed to return to her own cabin, and to sleep in her own
bed . . . And, to say truth, Lina had considered the request, though she had at last denied it.“I
regret,” she had said gently. “Given the manner in which your gift manifested at last, it is to the
ship’s best benefit that we proceed conservatively.”The manner in which her gift manifested—
that meant that Padi had not only destroyed her beautiful unbreakable bowl, but flying shards
from its destruction had killed two people.Even worse, all that had happened while the bowl was
in her cabin on the Passage, and Padi herself, and her intended assassins, had been on the
planet surface.That had been, as even Padi understood, something quite out of the ordinary.
Grudgingly, she admitted that Lina was right to be conservative—even very conservative. She
foresaw a lengthy course in the dramliz arts in her future, to which she must apply herself
diligently if she ever had any hope of returning to her proper work as a trader.That thought had
fretted her, too, though she had been careful not to allow Lina to suspect, as they said their



dream-wells.Father—the Passage’s master trader . . . Father had been hurt—severely hurt—by a
dramliza—by an enemy dramliza, if one could find a proper way to think of such a thing. But
there, the Department of the Interior, who had taken Korval for its enemy, and whose operatives
were not uniformly stupid, though that was hard to recall—the Department of the Interior had
subverted to their cause not only pilots or Scouts, like Uncle Val Con; or anyone else they felt
might be useful to them, but they had stolen dramliz and that . . . was something Padi didn’t want
to think about . . . much . . . just yet.In any wise, Father had been wounded; he was the master
trader, she was his apprentice; he not only required her assistance, it was her duty to give it.
Certainly, that was plain to the dullest of intelligences—and no one could count Lina or Priscilla
dull. They were intelligent, resourceful, and accomplished persons, and yet—And yet—here she
was, in sickbay, taking lessons to control a gift she did not want, instead of supporting the
master trader and the ship.Padi sighed, and folded back the blankets on her bed.Priscilla—
Father’s lifemate and a powerful dramliza in her own right—Priscilla had come to see her, just as
Lina was leaving for her rest period.At Padi’s invitation, she had taken the chair. Padi perched on
the edge of the bed. Father, Priscilla said, was as well as possible. Not only had he been
physically wounded, but he had spent far too much of his own energy Healing—Healing!—the
DOI’s dramliza. Priscilla had read her outrage and commented that it had been a complicated
situation, but after all, the DOI’s dramliza had behaved with honor, and had Healed Father of the
wounds which would certainly have killed him, so Balance was served, leaving only
consequences to be dealt with.Padi did not offer her opinion of consequences, but inclined her
head so that Priscilla went on.It would be some time—how much time, neither she nor Lina
could foretell—before Father regained the full use of his gifts. He was likely to regain his physical
strength very quickly, Priscilla said, thanks to the intervention of the DOI’s dramliza. He had
taken one session in the autodoc, to stabilize him, with another session scheduled in twenty-four
hours. If that second session failed to bring him fully up to his template, other therapies would be
employed, in consultation with Keriana, their chief med tech.That was all very well, Padi thought.
Of course Priscilla would take care of Father, that was beyond questioning. It was only that she,
Padi, could have—would have!—returned his gift completely, but Lina and Priscilla had broken
the link she’d made.She quite understood that it wasn’t the prettiest or the best-crafted link; she
had no training in such things. But she had so much energy, and she didn’t want any of it. And
Father—Father was a Healer; his talent was like breath to him; he cared about it—a sense that
was as useful and as natural to him as his eyes—whereas her talent was—an intruder; at best
an unwelcome guest.“We understand,” Priscilla murmured just then, as if she had read Padi’s
thoughts—which was not impossible. “You wanted to help. Your instincts do you honor.
Unfortunately, neither Lina nor I could properly See what you had done or how the construct was
made, or could understand how to regulate the flow. It was—in our opinions—all too possible
that you would deplete yourself as Shan had depleted himself, giving us the same problem to
solve, in unknown terrain. Lina and I know what Shan’s gift is, what it looks like, its texture; its
weight. You—we haven’t even Seen your full pattern yet; you’re so very bright. We might have



hurt you—hurt you badly—if we were to attempt a Healing.”“You decided to be conservative,”
Padi said, not meaning it, perhaps, to sound quite that sour. Priscilla gave her a wry smile.“I’m
afraid so, yes.”“Lina says that I’m to stay here, because that’s conservative.”“That was not Lina’s
decision alone,” Priscilla told her. “We all three talked about it, and decided that a day or two of
isolation would best serve the ship, the crew, the Healers—”She smiled again.“And you.”“Me,”
Padi repeated, thinking of her usual schedule, her studies, the reading—“Yes, you,” Priscilla said.
“A few days to allow your gift to—settle—will help you settle. There’s always a period of
dislocation after a talent arrives—even a small and well-behaved talent.”Padi grinned, half
unwilling.“And I have not got a small and well-behaved talent.”“No,” Priscilla admitted, and then,
very Father-like, really, “though that can hardly surprise anyone.”“Now,” she said briskly. “The
master trader is concerned that you’ll fall behind in your studies, which he won’t allow. Tomorrow,
you will resume your work—he has, I believe, sent a reading list to your screen. While he expects
that you will complete the list, he cautions that you must not stint the exercises Lina brings to
you.”Padi caught her breath.A reading list. She had scarcely looked for such a gift!She inclined
her head.“I swear that Lina’s lessons will come first,” she said earnestly. Perhaps too earnestly.In
any case, Priscilla laughed and rose, bade her dream well—and left the cubicle.So, that was
that. Priscilla was gone, and Lina was sleeping in the next cubicle—and that was an
inconvenience for Lina, too, who had her own quarters and bed-friends, which she would surely
prefer to a cubicle in sickbay, while she kept close watch over a surly newborn dramliza.Padi
sighed and stretched out on the cot. The lights dimmed obligingly, and the music she’d chosen
from the library wafted softly on the cooling air. She pulled the blanket up over her shoulder, tried
to settle her head on the pillow—and sat bolt upright, staring at the man in the dark, much-
patched cloak and breeches, who was leaning very much at his ease against the wall, moving a
worn red gaming token over the back of his hand.Her eye was drawn, and for a long moment,
she could not look away.Father played this game, with a marker very like. Across the back of his
right hand, the red token would walk until it reached the end of its path, whereupon it would—
vanish, only to appear again, walking along the back of the left hand.The token vanished. Padi
drew a breath and looked up into the stranger’s face—But he was not a stranger, or not entirely
so. No matter his hair was black, and long enough to braid, instead of crisp and white; nor that
his eyes were black, rather than silver blue; and his clothing tattered, when Father was never
anything but impeccably groomed—the face, the stance, the way the token marched across his
hand—one received the impression that the man before her could have been Father in only
slightly different circumstances, and besides—She had seen him before.“You,” she said quietly,
aware of Lina in the next cubicle, and the monitors, which would pick up her voice and also
supply news of a third person in the unit.“You never told me your name.”He looked to her, one
eyebrow raised, a shade more sardonic than Father might be, as if, for this one, there had been
too much strife, and too little food, too often in his life, which hardships had worn away a layer of
gentleness, exposing a lean edginess.“There was scarcely time for introductions,” he said now,
and his voice was precisely Father’s, smooth and beautiful, like being wrapt in velvet



silk.“There’s time now,” she pointed out, when he said nothing further.“Agreed. I am called Lute.
What is your name?”She considered him.“I think you must know my name,” she said
carefully.“Ah, do you? Have they taught you yet that names are to conjure by?”Padi frowned.
“That may be the case with the . . . tradition in which Priscilla came to terms with her gifts. Liaden
dramliz receive their gifts from a different source.”There was an arrested pause.“A different
source,” Lute mused, his eyes on the game token, which walked to the edge of his hand,
tumbled off—and vanished. Almost, Padi saw where it went—felt, perhaps, a tiny flash of power
as it displaced itself.“That is an interesting question of philosophy, child. Do you argue that the
source of talent, of energy, of magic . . . limits itself to the rules of culture?”Padi bit her lip.“I would
argue that the dramliza shapes the power, according to her character and her need,” she said
slowly. “You’ll understand that I am . . . unschooled. But the lessons I have thus far received
suggest that there is no single rule set.”Lute nodded gravely. “There is something in what you
say.”Padi sighed. “I did say I was unschooled.”He bowed his head.“I was fairly warned. Heed me
though, child, you are already past pretty games of philosophy. Yours was a wakening heard
’round infinity. You shattered the meditations of saints, brought senior practitioners to their knees,
and felled novices like so many skittles. Possibly, you woke the dead. Surely, the Living Names,
and others of their sort, heard you. We are all fortunate that the Iloheen failed the crossing to this
universe, else that world would have been engulfed and every soul living there unmade.”She
stared at him, stomach suddenly cramped, and fingers icy. She had endangered a world?
Simply by doing what all of her elders assured her was the correct and responsible thing to have
done?“The Iloheen?” she whispered. “Who are they?”He shook his head.“No one who will vex
you here, and I am a brute to bring that threat before you.” He extended a long, supple hand.
“Shall I take it away?”“No.” She took a deep breath. “Thank you. I think I’d better remember
everything I can.”“Wise, as well as bold. To return to the point—you have given the entire waking
universe notice of your power. Will you give them your true-name as well, or will you invest in
another, as your shield and armor?”“As I understand it, I erred greatly in hiding myself away,” she
said slowly. “If the . . . whole universe has already heard me, then I am identified, am I not?”“You
erred in hiding yourself from yourself,” Lute said sternly. “That is never wise. Misdirecting an
enemy is merely self-defense.”He tipped his head. “What is your name, child?”She blinked at
him thoughtfully. “Are you an enemy?”“Would your father have sent an enemy to protect you in
his absence, even in extremity?”“He might have,” Padi said seriously. “If he felt you would adhere
to the terms.”Lute laughed.“True enough. I strive not to be an enemy, and I take the task which
was laid upon me seriously—to protect Shan yos’Galan’s daughter.”He had, Padi admitted,
helped her when she had been under attack by agents of the DOI. And Father had said he had
asked him to go to her and do what he could to protect her.She looked up to find him watching
her out of night-black eyes.“My name is Padi yos’Galan.”“Thank you,” he said solemnly. “Will you
allow me to give you a gift? I swear on my name that it will be entirely benign.”“What is my
benefit?” she asked, trader-wise.“You will sleep as sound and safe tonight as I may arrange,
which will, in turn, allow me to pursue the task your father laid upon me.” He put his hand over his



heart and bowed slightly. “Heart’s ease is my benefit.”“Surely, he can’t have meant for you to
guard me—forever,” Padi objected.“Very possibly he did not, but we cannot be completely
certain. You will ask him as soon as may be, and we will make adjustments.”Padi weighed her
ignorance, the past actions of this man, and the fact that Father had trusted him.“Done,” she
said.“Excellent. Lie down, please, close your eyes, and take three deep breaths.”She curled
back under the blanket, closed her eyes, and opened them again to find him leaning close.“Why
hasn’t Lina come in to find why you are here?” she asked.He smiled slightly.“Because I’m not
here, of course. Close your eyes.”That was easy to do, when her lids were so heavy. Padi sighed,
took a breath; another—And slipped over into sleep.Tarona RuskLanglast DepartureThe pilot
met her with weapon drawn, despite she had given the correct codes. This comforted her, even
as she reached into his heart and made him love her.He lowered the weapon.“The others?” he
asked.“Dead or taken,” she replied. “We lift now.”“Yes, Section Head,” he murmured, sealing the
weapon into its holster. “Bound for?”“Auxiliary Services.”Dizziness assailed her, unexpected and
shocking. She put a hand out to brace herself against the wall and drew a steadying breath. It
would not do for the pilot to see her weak.“I will be in my cabin,” she said. “Disturb me for
nothing.”“No, Section Head,” he agreed. He bowed and turned toward the piloting chamber.She
sighed shakily and went down the short corridor to her quarters.With the door locked behind her,
she allowed herself weakness, crumpling to the bunk and closing her eyes.She was, she noted,
shivering, faint, low of energy.Instinctively, she reached inward, toward the web of lives bound to
her—reached, even as she recalled her current estate, and heard Shan yos’Galan’s voice,
chiding her gently.Do not drain yourself. You have nothing but your own resources to draw upon
now.She sighed. Habit was a cruel mistress. In fact, she had nothing to sustain her now, save her
own energies. Those whose lives had supported her were no longer hers to draw upon.She was,
as it had been said in the vernacular of her youth . . . on her own.Healed.Somewhat weakly, she
laughed.Healed. Behold! She was herself again!Her laughter died.No. Of all the things her
Healing might have brought her, it had not brought her that. She would never again be the proud
daughter of a wealthy artisan house, sought after and spoilt. They had been half-clan, of course,
but what did that matter on a mostly Terran world?Nor would she again be the bitter halfling,
pride ground into surliness, having been sent to the Healers of Solcintra to be trained—and
discovering what it meant to be half-clan on Liad.Oh, she had been ripe for plucking, all thanks
to the Healers and the High Houses. And the Department had not been slow to extend its hand
in flattery, all admiration of her talents, which were so far superior to those who pretended to be
her betters and worthy to teach her. She, said the Department, had been made for great
things.Which the Department would gladly help her achieve.Fool, she thought at her younger self
—and laughed again, in contempt.Why, indeed, yes—her Healing was true; and she was a fool
once more.“We lift on three, Section Head,” the pilot said over the all-ship. “One . . . ”She
stretched, grasped the webbing, and pulled it tight.“Two . . . ”She closed her eyes, and
deliberately relaxed into the bunk.“Three.”Acceleration. She put it from her mind, and for the first
time since her Healing, she opened her Inner Eyes, and looked . . . within.For a moment, she



forgot to breathe, time and space suspended while she beheld herself, Healed.She had become
accustomed to the bloated state of her core: overfull with the multitude of links of those who
nourished her and maintained her powers. The last time she had regarded herself, those
sustaining links, through which she controlled dozens, had been bundled, twisted, and knotted
together into a thick cable.Stretched now before her eyes was a threadbare and ashy tapestry,
loosely woven with a handful of irregular threads. Where the nourishing cable had melded with
her very core . . . there was a clean cut, and a few frazzled threads blowing, as if in a breeze.She
remembered at last to breathe, and forced herself to focus.Little Healer, she had called him, in
her arrogance. In her pride.She sighed, considering again the state of her self. Credit to craft,
she thought, was certainly due.It could not be denied: The Little Healer had done good work. He
had been precise and methodical despite the fact that he had himself been wounded near to
death. Focusing, she saw that he had extended himself still further, taking care to cushion the
shock of separation for the . . . less robust of her connections. He had been careful, he had been
gentle; he had used no more force than what had been required.More, he had taken the time to
be careful, when time had been desperately short; extended himself to ease the pain of others,
when he had been suffering; wielding necessity like a surgeon’s knife, terrifying in his
virtue.Tarona Rusk sighed.Shan yos’Galan was not a monster. In truth, she would rather have
faced a monster, being one herself, and more likely would have prevailed in such an encounter
of equals. However, that door had closed. The Little Healer had bested her.He had Healed
her.Healed her.She focused, brushing away ashy remnants with a careful thought, and searched
through the uneven, childlike stitches until she found it: a new thread, pretty and silver-blue, as
supple and as strong as spider silk. Unassuming, it wove closely through the pattern of her
being, radiating a faint air of good will.Tarona Rusk shivered.There was nothing more true in the
universe than that Healer and Healed were entangled. It was a simple matter of physics. She
and Shan yos’Galan were linked, irrevocably—twice, for at the end of it, he would have died—
and she, newly Healed and giddy with freedom . . . she had exerted herself to preserve him.Her
Inner Eyes found the second link, somewhat less substantial than the first. When she placed her
regard upon it—it rang, a single pure note that stopped her breath in her throat.Carefully, she
withdrew her focus, and simply . . . rested in the blighted landscape.Those links, she thought.
They would require analysis.But not . . . quite . . . yet. She had other business before.Despite his
gentleness and his care, she had taken wounds from her Healing. The most paltry of wounds, in
comparison to those she had inflicted on him, and yet, any wound weakened.She had plans; she
could not afford weakness, and she would not fail.Her first concern, therefore, must be to Heal
herself. She had suffered multiple amputations—that was not trivial. She must accommodate
herself to her new isolation, and ensure that she was stable in her mind.After, she would analyze
those links which bound them to each other—Healed and Healer.And she would make her
plans . . .. . . for revenge.It was not passion which ruled her, but a cold determination to destroy
as much of the Department of the Interior as she was able, before she was stopped—for
stopped, she would surely be. First, she would find and destroy those who had recruited,



shattered, and re-formed her into their own particular monster. Worthy targets all, the loss of
which would cause serious damage to the Department and to the Plan.As yet, no one within the
Department suspected this. She had lost her team—to violence and to Scouts—but to outward
observation, she had escaped uncompromised. Thus, she would return to her office, to the
section of which she was head, holding her keys, her codes, and her contacts. And the
devastation she intended to sow would be . . . everything that was necessary.In her, the Little
Healer had loosed a potent weapon against the enemy of his clan. She wondered if he had
known—and immediately realized that, of course, he had known. Shan yos’Galan was of Clan
Korval, an enemy more than worthy of the Department of the Interior. Pity had not motivated his
actions, no more than his own survival. He had forged a knife in the fires of their combined
energies; and when it was fit for his hand, he had thrown it . . . . . . Directly at the Department’s
heart.CivilizationThe first duty of this day, as every day, was to speak with the Oracle. As every
morning, Bentamin brought her a cup of tea, carried in his own hand. A courtesy, for there was a
fully stocked kitchen in her apartment, and she wanted for no tea, common or exotic.In addition
to being well-appointed and staffed, the Oracle’s apartment, on the top floor of the Wardian, was
the most secure in all of The Redlands. Not that the Oracle was a prisoner—no one would say
so. Only, she needed to be watched over; and Civilization needed to be . . . shielded from her
gifts.Historically, Oracles and Civilization mixed badly. Not for the first time, Bentamin regretted
that this particular talent had manifested in their population. It hadn’t been among those
cataloged talents that had seen them banished from the homeworld, long years ago.But there,
many talents that existed now had not been cataloged, or even thought of then. Things, and
people, changed, after all.This morning, with the tea, he also carried flowers, Jasy having
produced something very much out of the common way.He thought they might please his Aunt
Asta.* * *The head of housekeeping let him in, with a smile and a bow.“She’s in the alcove,
sir.”Bentamin inclined his head.“Thank you,” he said, and moved through the familiar rooms to
the alcove, where the Oracle sat at a small table, surrounded on three sides by windows
overlooking the civilization which needed to be protected from her as much as she needed to be
protected from it.When she had first taken up her duty as Oracle, she had used to meet him in
other rooms—the parlor, the library, the kitchen. Now, though, it was the alcove always. Staff
reported that she spent most of her days at this table, gazing down at the city below.“Good
morning, Asta,” Bentamin said, pausing by the side of the table. “I trust I find you well?”“As well
as ever I am,” she said, turning her head to smile at him. “Oh! Flowers. Now, whose?”“Jasy,” he
said, putting the little bouquet of pale blooms into her hand. “He’s coming along well, I
think.”“Jasy,” she repeated, running light fingers over the flowers. They purred slightly and
followed her touch. “Sarrell’s?”“His youngest.”“Well, he is a very talented boy! Tell him that his
Aunt Asta would like him to visit her someday.”“I will,” he said, and thought that he actually might.
Jasy was a kind boy who knew what was owed to kin. And while he was inarguably talented, he
also had a core of cold iron which wouldn’t likely be influenced by his aunt’s—his grand-aunt’s—
energies.He put the teacup on the table by her hand and took the seat across from her,



retrieving his own cup from the kitchen counter in his apartment, one floor down, where he’d left
it.He sipped, deliberately relaxing into the chair. Asta had returned to gazing out the window, one
hand absently stroking her flowers.“Do you have anything to tell me this morning?” he asked
eventually.Asta sighed.“The dark has risen,” she said, turning away from the windows with visible
reluctance. “The universe resides in its direst hour, though so few of us can know it.”Bentamin
sighed to himself.The universe, according to Aunt Asta, had been increasingly at risk from the
darkness for some numbers of years. Asta’s uncle, the previous Oracle, had spoken of the
danger from time to time during Bentamin’s mother’s tenure as Warden. Over the last six years,
however, Asta had grown increasingly more agitated on the topic, insisting that the darkness
would eat them all—and now, it appeared that the universe had entered its inevitable moment of
trial. It saddened him that Aunt Asta clung to this—delusion, as he must suppose it to be.
Oracles were not, after all, immune to afflictions of reason—in fact, they were rather more
susceptible, Seeing as they did down multiple lines of possibility.Bentamin was no Oracle. He
was, as his mother, the Warden before him, had been, only a very strong multi-talent. All the
Wardens were so, and thus he was, very slightly, in comparison to Aunt Asta, Foresighted.He
had Looked, reasoning that so large an event as the end of the universe must be visible even to
his limited Vision. He had Looked, more than once, and gained nothing for his Looking but
several dreadful headaches.That being so, the obvious conclusion was that Aunt Asta, Oracle to
the Civilized, had acquired a delusion. These things happened. It was the Warden’s part to do all
and everything to ensure the Oracle’s health, comfort, and peace of mind, until it became the
Warden’s duty to remove the Oracle from their post.In service of preserving the Oracle’s peace
of mind, he inclined his head gravely and asked the approved follow-up question.“How may the
universe prevail in this, its hour of trial?”“A hero must arise,” she replied, as she always did, “and
do what is needful.”Yes, well. Heroes, in Bentamin’s experience, were not precisely thick on the
ground. He counted that a blessing, heroes mixing less well with Civilization than even
Oracles.Still, the third question, too, had to be asked.“Will this hero arise from among us?”“Us?”
Asta was frowning down at the busy streets; she extended a hand to her teacup, picking it up
without even glancing aside.“From among the populations of The Redlands,” he clarified, and
saw her brows draw closer.“Oh. I do not See the hero, only a gleam of steel and gold among The
Ribbons. Is this a hero, or merely the possibility of a hero? I do not know.”The same answer,
always ambiguous, that half persuaded Bentamin that . . . perhaps this struggle between the
dark universe and their own might, after all, have some basis in . . . fact. Would not delusion,
insisting that a hero arise, provide that hero to the deluded Sight?This was an uncomfortable
thought. If this were not delusion and the hero was to stand up from among themselves—
Civilized or Haosa—it would then fall to the Warden to take the hero in hand once they had done
what was needful, and sequester them, as the Oracle was sequestered.For the good of
Civilization.Best for the hero, Bentamin thought, that they bought the continuation of the universe
with their life.He sipped his tea to the dregs, banished the cup to his kitchen counter, and
considered the side of Asta’s face. She was not, he thought, seeing the streets below, but some



inner landscape. That likely meant she had something more to tell him this morning, and his
mandated hour was nearly gone. If she did not speak soon, he would be constrained to ask,
risky though that was.He cleared his throat. Asta turned her head to look—toward him, her face
pleasant and her eyes unfocused.“Great Ones will arrive among us,” she said matter-of-factly.
“They desire of us a service.”He frowned.“Great Ones,” he repeated. “Dramliz?”Before the Dust
had claimed its long dance with The Redlands, dramliz had arrived, three times, to study the
progress of their small-kin, the Least Talents, in the strange environment into which they had
been introduced. Coincidentally, a new talent had arisen soon after the first such visit of dramliz,
that inflicted a growing uneasiness in those who were not welcome—and the dramliz did not
stay long among their cousins in exile.To dignify dramliz as great, however—Bentamin did not
think Aunt Asta would do so, even in irony.“Not dramliz.” Asta interrupted his thoughts. “Greater
than dramliz.”That, he decided, was . . . unsettling. Had the dramliz evolved another level of
talent, to which they stood as small-kin? Talents did evolve; new talents did arise, as they knew
from their own experience. But, surely, any such . . . mega-dramliz—ah. No. The behemoth did
not ask the mouse, but ordered. A service desired could easily be a service compelled.He sat
forward in his chair.“The Reavers, they are not returning?”One could scarcely call the Reavers
great—at least not the Reavers they had seen before they had succumbed to their mysterious
illness. The Reavers had been dangerous. But, in fairness, no more dangerous than their very
own Haosa, in whom the Reavers had met their match.But how if those sad, vanquished
Reavers had been only small talents, in the context of their own lives? What if, lacking reports,
with scheduled check-ins missed—what should the upper ranks do, but mobilize and come
looking for their oathsworn?The Haosa were formidable. Further, they had learned from the
Reavers, or they were not the Haosa he knew them to be. Bentamin had no doubt that they had
absorbed numerous new concepts, and were even now playing with them, as his cousin Tekelia
styled it, thereby learning even more.“The Reavers have been mown down, severed from their
source. We will not see their like again.” There was a certain amount of savage satisfaction there,
appropriate to an Oracle sitting in defense of Civilization.Though there did remain the question
of the source, of which the Oracle seemed dismissive. And it was not, Bentamin told himself, the
Oracle to whom that line of questioning ought to be addressed, but to the Haosa. He would
make it a point to do that. Soon.In the meanwhile . . .“Also,” Asta said, interrupting these
thoughts, “another comes, in the train of the Great Ones, bringing static and disruption. She may
be a tool to your hand, Bentamin. Or you may be a tool to hers.”That was disturbing, too, in its
way. He did not care to use others as tools, though he had done so in the past and doubtless
would do so again in future. He liked being a tool set to another’s purpose even less. Still, that
was of much less import than this other thing. Clearly, Asta had gone past his topic, and one
disliked to insist . . . indeed, one knew very well what was likely to come from insisting. Yet,
necessity was, and duty demanded.“These Great Ones,” he said lightly, carefully. “What service
will they beg of us?”Asta laughed, picked up her bouquet, and raised it above her head. The
flowers struggled briefly—and fell still.“See the Great Ones beg!” Asta cried, as if addressing the



gods themselves. “Oh, yes. Very fine. Very fine they are, indeed, in their supplications!”She
lowered the flowers, and waved them at him like a wand.“Go away, Bentamin. I’m tired of
you.”Well, and he had known how it would be now, hadn’t he?He rose and bowed to her
honor.“Good-day to you, Aunt. I will carry your message to Jasy.”She said nothing, having turned
again to the window.He waited a polite minute, then went away, back to the constraints of
Civilization.Dutiful PassageApproaching JumpShan considered his desk with some
trepidation.What with the travesty at Langlast, he had fallen behind in his correspondence. That
would have to be dealt with first. Trade existed in a webwork of relationships; relationships were
formed and sustained by communication.He was particularly anxious to know if Trader Janifer
Carresens-Denobli had replied to his “return thoughts” for a mutual trade route, partaking equally
of routes developed by the Syndicate and Tree-and-Dragon. Such a venture would be difficult.
Perhaps even dangerous. Certainly, it would be exciting—and very possibly profitable.The
Looper Families and the Carresens Syndicate were old in trade. Their routes and Korval’s had
rarely brushed—before. Now, with Korval’s master trader flailing like an inept ’prentice trying to
design his first three-stop subroute—now, with Korval’s base relocated to Surebleak in the
Daiellen Sector—now they came much closer to the space and trade lanes the Carresens
Syndicate was accustomed to considering their own. It would not have been wonderful, had
Korval’s initial overture to the Syndicate been rejected. Forcefully.Instead, that overture had been
met with serious thoughtfulness, and a beginning exploration of how a route might be built,
serving both Korval’s base on Surebleak and Nomi-Oxin-Rood, a Carresens port.That had been
unexpected and wonderful. Shan found himself eager to personally meet and entertain Trader-at-
Large Janifer Carresens-Denobli. He could learn much of value from such a contact, and he
flattered himself that he might teach, as well.But for all these rose-colored dreams to become
reality, there had to be more correspondence, open and frank, as it had begun.He took a breath,
half-smiling.“Well, now,” he told himself, “that’s more the thing. Don’t fear your work, Master
Trader; anticipate it!”He poured himself a cup of cold tea, strode over to the desk, sat down, and
spun ’round to address the screen.A finger tap woke it, and he considered the note he had left
for himself.Design a profitable new trade route, Shan.Well, that hardly seemed difficult. He was,
after all, a master trader. Designing profitable routes was what master traders did.And, he
acknowledged, taking a sip of tea, he did need to get on with that task—almost immediately.But
first . . . the mail.* * *The mail . . . was disappointing.There was no letter from Trader Carresens-
Denobli; the jolt of dismay telling him rather too clearly how much he had been depending on the
trader to solve his problems for him.Worse, there was a letter from his foster-son—which was to
say Trader Gordon Arbuthnot, junior trader under Trader per’Cadmie on the tradeship Sevyenti. It
was painfully stilted, which no doubt reflected his correspondent’s dismay at being forced to the
point of having to write such a letter, either to his master trader or to his foster-father.Shan
accessed the record of Trader Arbuthnot’s recent trades, brows drawn into a frown. The frown
grew more decided when he brought up the record of Trader per’Cadmie’s most recent
trades.Yes, well . . .Tapping up a screen, Shan wrote to his distressed trader, counseling both



patience and an attitude of alert waiting. He also thanked the trader for having provided
information so that his master trader could act appropriately.The last letter in-queue was the
worst yet.It was in fact a memo from Minh Velkesa of Keyrz and Pearholder, Economic Analysts
and Advisors to the Trade, one of several such firms utilized by Tree-and-Dragon Trading. Shan
had some experience of Minh Velkesa, and respected both his analytical powers and the scope
of his information network. Analyst Velkesa did not presume to advise, so much as he placed his
information—arranged by fact, rumor, gossip, and fiction—in a mosaic designed to lead the
mind to certain conclusions.Sadly, the analyst never wrote when there was good news, though it
might not be anything so dire as bad news that motivated him to publish a memo.“Send it’s
interesting,” Shan murmured, and tapped the screen.Hugglelans Increasing Pressure on Tree-
and-Dragon Markets, read the subject line.Shan sighed. Hugglelans Galactica was a respected
force in trade; had been so for more than a hundred Standards. Their profits were made in base-
point trade, and they were known to be conservative in their dealings, which had been the
wisdom of the elders.Lately, however, it seemed that the wisdom of the elders had given way
before the ambition of the rising youth. There had been a move to expand opportunity. There had
been, one might say, a move to . . . manipulate opportunity.While there were many advantages to
base-point trading—notably, lesser investment, lesser risk, and the support of the community
surrounding the base—there were other advantages attached to free-market trade and semi-
Loops. The risks were not inconsiderable, and the rewards not always comparable; still, there
was only so much growth available in the base-point model. One could scarcely find fault with
ambition or with a conservative expansion into a Loop or two.There is, however, always an
element of luck to the business of trade. Unforeseen events occur and rewards loom large for
those with the boldness to act.Korval’s recent actions having resulted in its ships and
contractors being banned from a half-dozen or more ports had created . . . an opportunity for the
bold. Shan had wondered who might aspire to fill the gap.According to Analyst Velkesa,
Hugglelans had thrown itself into the breach.The good analyst had, according to his nature,
provided graphs, facts, and copies of documents. He had also supplied rumor, and a
commentary.It would seem that Hugglelans agents had twice signed in support of a complaint
brought against a Korval contractor incoming to a port where ship, captain, and crew were well
known. The original complainants had in each case been one of several names, as Analyst
Velkesa put it so delicately, that they had seen previously.There was, Analyst Velkesa felt
compelled to add, no evidence that the Hugglelans’ agent was involved with the originating
complainant, only that they had seen—and seized—opportunity.There were also
some . . . disquieting threads of intelligence slightly more substantial than rumor—that
Hugglelans had been noted targeting the chains that supplied various Korval, and Korval-
affiliated, yards, bases, and repair stations. Analyst Velkesa was pursuing those threads and
would send a supplemental report.And that—was the awful whole.Shan sighed, closed the
memo, shut his eyes and reached for a simple balancing exercise. He experienced yet another
jolt of dismay when the exercise proved to be . . . rather difficult to accomplish.That was simply



absurd. Balancing exercises were among the first taught to nascent Healers: a necessity, given
that nascent Healers tended to arrive at their talents riding a wave of strong emotion.Truly, the
arrival of talent was an unsettling experience. He still recalled the noise and dismay surrounding
the manifestation of his own gift, and his gratitude when the House shields closed ’round him,
after his father had brought him to Healer Hall.He recalled also the sharp eyes of Master Healer
Iselle, looking at and into him, her voice cool enough to make him shiver.“Attend me, boy. I am
going to show you something. I cannot say how it will appear to you, but appear it will. Attend
closely, for it will become one of your most-used techniques.”Certainly, it had been his most-used
—and very nearly only—technique, during those first days in the Hall, when he was taught how
to understand, and accept his gift. In those days, he had learned, as all scarcely budded Healers
learned, many patterns, the building blocks of useful tools that were now woven so tightly into
the tapestry of himself that they were merely facets of his own skills.Until just this moment, when
he found the most basic tool of all came but slowly to his hand, and only after he had
deliberately formed its outlines in his mind.It did come, however, and he was, with the
application of entirely too much effort, able to access it for its intended use.His feelings of
dismay and turmoil faded, leaving him—Exhausted.Which was absurd, not to say . . .
counterproductive.No, he thought. Wait.Shan sat with his eyes closed and simply—breathed.
Carefully, he emptied his mind of every thought, every emotion, everything, save the sensation
of his breathing; the air flowing in and out of his lungs; the unlabored rise and fall of his chest. He
felt a twitch along trained nerves—an instinctive reach for Healspace. Gently, he denied instinct,
breathing it into calmness.When he felt that he had achieved calmness and clarity, he opened
his Inner Eyes—breathing down a start of relief, when he was able to do so—and considered
himself.His pattern was whole, but sadly faded. The lifemate link he shared with Priscilla, and
those smaller, gemlike intimate weavings, had reestablished themselves, as well as those
natural connections he shared with Padi. Notably, the link he had built between them at
Langlastport, before his adventure with Tarona Rusk, was not present, but that had never been
meant to be anything but a short-term therapy.Several new threads drew his eye—iridescent and
dark. He stifled an urge to examine them more nearly; simply breathing calmly—in . . . out—
accepting their place in the pattern of himself. There was no need to touch them, after all. Logic
told him that these were the threads he shared with the woman he had Healed; the woman who
had in turn Healed him.Tarona Rusk.He sighed. When last seen, Tarona Rusk had been bent on
a mission of mayhem against Korval’s enemy, the Department of the Interior. He wished her well
in all the harm she might do. The Department of the Interior was proving remarkably tenacious
and difficult to dismantle, as even the Scouts admitted. Of course, the Scouts, like Korval, must
need come at the enemy from the outside. Tarona Rusk had the advantage of being able to
strike from within.He breathed gently, simply sitting with his pattern, allowing thought and
emotion to slide past him like so many fishes, unregarded, save to notice how bright and fluid
they were.After some time of this, he stepped back and focused on himself from a distance, as
he might consider someone who had proposed themselves for a Healing.He saw immediately



that his proposed client was physically depleted and exhausted on the psychic level. There was
a protocol in treating such injuries.All and any physical damage must be fully healed.That done,
the client must embrace the sovereign cure.Rest.Healing required energy—not only from the
Healer, but from the one to be Healed. Ultimately, energy came from the physical being. To
attempt a psychic Healing before the physical body was in perfect health was to invite a relapse,
or perhaps an even greater disaster.Shan sighed.His physical injuries had been tended.
However, it could not be denied that he was at low strength.As a Healer, his duty—and his
prescription—to his proposed client was—Rest.It was not so difficult a prescription.Shan sighed
again, and opened his eyes.Except when it was given to oneself, of course.Ruefully, he shook
his head, and deliberately sat back in his chair.Rest, he told himself, and this time the exercise
he called to mind was from another of his melant’is.Pilots learned a number of methods for
taking quick rests and increasing the benefits of those periods. Board rest, they were called, as a
general category, and it was board rest he called upon now.Twelve minutes of sleep on the
deepest levels, saving only a very small portion of one’s mind, akin to a sleeping cat’s alert ear,
tuned for the rustle of a mouse in the larder—or, in the case of the pilot, a ping from the
board.Nothing occurred to disturb his rest, and precisely twelve minutes after he had closed his
eyes, he opened them, feeling refreshed and focused.He spun his chair around so that he once
more faced his screen, sighed gently at the empty mail queue, and went on to the next
task.Design a profitable new trade route, Shan.Well.He tapped up his working file and read
through his notes. His sparse, not precisely brilliant notes. He had sketched in a few connections
with Langlast, should it have shown potential as a hub, or even a transshipping point. He read
those notes, and the entries excerpted from TerraTrade’s Encyclopedia of Trade and Product;
the Pilots Guild’s port book; and the world log maintained by the Scouts.Then he sat back again
in his chair, frowning slightly.After a moment, he extended a hand, tapped a key, calling up the
ship’s schedule, from which he learned that Dutiful Passage was en route for Millsap.He brought
his notes forward, verifying what he already knew.Millsap was not one of the ports he had been
considering as possible support for a route including Langlast.In point of actual fact, Millsap
wasn’t in his notes at all.How odd.There must be a reason that they were bound for
Millsap.Mustn’t there?Perhaps the Passage was in need of repairs. He couldn’t off-hand recall if
Millsap, wherever it specifically was, housed a repair facility. Nor could he recall anyone telling
him that they were going aside for repairs.On the other hand, his memory was at the moment
rather uncertain, due to his various recent traumas. It was very likely, therefore, that someone
had told him . . . something . . . and he had simply forgotten.Still frowning, he tapped up the port
book. The entry came forward—a sparse enough entry, of which he was quickly the master.
Millsap was, indeed, a port. It was, in fact, a transshipping hub located between two modest,
long-established Loops. According to the Pilots Guild, it was a busy enough place, and, as it
served Liaden ships and Terran in almost equal numbers—Millsap rejoiced in the presence of a
Healer Hall on-port.He sat back in his chair, eyes narrowed.Yes, he remembered now.Lina had
suggested it when they had first returned to the Passage, before, he thought, he and Padi had



been disentangled.Things had been rather . . . muddled at the time, but he recalled her saying
very clearly to Priscilla, “Shan has taken a very great deal of damage, and we may do him more
by severing this . . . artifact that Padi has constructed. Padi herself—”Lina had gone quiet, he
remembered that, too, as if perhaps she was shaking her head, or telling over her words with
care.“Padi is beyond me, old friend. We need the resources of a Hall, at least, to see her
Sorted.”“I understand,” Priscilla had said, which was what Priscilla said when she was not
entirely in agreement with a suggestion.“Let’s talk about it after we’ve separated them, and
we’ve had a chance to see what we have more clearly.”Lina’s yes had been a sigh, after which
she and Priscilla had labored together—labored for some time—he recalled that, too.
Disentanglement had been an arduous process—nerve-wracking, one might say, especially for
those experienced enough to know all the myriad things that might go wrong, and how much
harm might be done to any or all of the parties involved.Once the separation was completed,
and after his first sojourn in the ’doc, Priscilla had brought the Millsap proposal to him.“Lina
doubts her ability to tutor Padi,” she said, “given how much we don’t know about her abilities. I
think it’s possible the sudden release of her talents, after having been repressed for so long, is
creating an illusion of a strange and limitless gift. I believe that will sort itself, over time, and we
will find ourselves confronted with a new dramliza, in need of training, which is perfectly within
the abilities of the three of us to manage.”“But . . . ” he’d murmured.Priscilla sent him an amused
glance.“But—you have taken damage, my love. You’ve lost the use of senses that have been
part of you since your twelfth nameday. That’s not trivial. Yes, you’ll recover—all of our combined
training and experience lead us to believe that. But, we have to deal with now before then, as Dil
Nem has it. And now, your wound—and the manner of your taking it—has put you off-balance.
You’ve lost your Sight. That’s no less traumatic than if you had lost your physical eyes.”“It seems
a dire case, put thus,” he said solemnly. Priscilla had sighed then, and reached out to touch his
cheek.“It’s recoverable,” she murmured. “But—given the nature of that damage, neither Lina nor I
are certain that we ought to attempt a Healing—which you will notice we are not attempting. We
feel we would all benefit from an examination done by other Healers, who are . . . ”She hesitated,
perhaps uncertain of the best way to frame these “other Healers.” Shan offered his
assistance.“Other Healers,” he said, “who are not so tender of me?”Priscilla shook her
head.“You must allow that we three are entangled on every level. It’s possible that Lina and I may
be erring on the side of tenderness—though I can’t imagine why that would be so.”“Nor can I,” he
assured her seriously. “It is possible that these other Healers may have suggestions for interim
protocols that may be useful in the case. And, since we will already be disturbing them with our
problems, they might also be invited to cast an eye over Padi, in the context of trauma, and other
hurts perhaps hidden by this brilliant aura of newly released powers.”“Exactly.” Priscilla
nodded.Well, it had been a reasonable suggestion, given what he and Padi had suffered, not to
mention Lina’s misgivings. Millsap was not so far off their course—had they happened to
possess anything so dignified as a course to be off of. As the third of the ship’s three Healers, he
had agreed to visit the Healers of Millsap.He remembered that.He did not remember that the



prospect of being examined by “other Healers” had wakened any sense of uneasiness in him at
the time. Quite possibly, he hadn’t spent much consideration on that aspect of the matter. He
rather thought, in fact, that he had framed the expedition as being for the benefit of Padi and
Lina.Considering it now, however, he was aware of a twinge of dismay at the prospect of being
examined. There should be no difficulty in a routine examination done by competent members of
the Healers Guild. No one was going to hurt him—and if they did, well. That was precisely the
sort of thing they needed most to know.He reached to his screen and called up the Healers
Guild Register, speedily locating the entry for the Hall on Millsap.Millsap Healer Hall was long
established, serving a diverse, transient population. There were two masters, four Healers, and
two journeymen on staff.There had been three complaints brought against the Hall in the last
twelve Standards, all filed by Terrans, who were later found to have not entirely understood what
a Healing might accomplish—and that a Healing could not be reversed.That was perhaps
troubling. A Healer had a duty to explain the proposed course to her client, and the intended
results of that course.On the other hand, he was not an ignorant Terran. He was a mature Healer
trained in the Liaden mode, as was Lina. Misunderstandings of process or outcome were
extremely unlikely to occur.So he, Padi, and their attending Healer would call at the Hall on
Millsap, and avail themselves of such wisdom and suggestions as might be on offer. Well and
good.However.The Dutiful Passage was a tradeship, a tradeship which was soon to approach a
challenging port. Transit time to Millsap was not very long. Which meant that Master Trader
yos’Galan and his ’prentice had best get to work.He reached to the screen one more time and
typed in a quick message, desiring Trader yos’Galan to attend him within the hour, if her
schedule allowed.If her schedule allowed!Padi closed the text on the theory of profit she had
been reading, and leapt to her feet.Of course her schedule allowed! Finally, to be properly
working again—and even better, the master trader was working again. Father must be very
much better, she thought—and realized of a sudden that she was breathing rather too
quickly.She closed her eyes and ran a calming exercise, which had the added benefit of
sharpening her wits, which she would surely need when meeting with the master trader after
having sat here dull and beset by lessons in control—well, and no one could object to her
attending the master trader at once, could they? Not when it was his specific desire that she
should do so?Quickly, she stepped into the ’fresher, washed her face, combed her hair, and
pulled it into a tail. She spared another moment to be certain that her collar was straight and her
shirt and pants unrumpled. Satisfied that she was seemly and neat, she went in search of
Keriana, who at this shift was in charge of sickbay, to give her news of the master trader’s
summons.Padi arrived with commendable promptness, her face slightly flushed and her eyes
wide. Shan resisted the urge to look at her through Healer senses, and merely accepted that she
was delighted at the prospect of proper work coming into her hands.She bowed—apprentice to
master—and straightened rather more quickly than was perfectly proper.“Good shift to you,
Master Trader,” she said.“And good shift to you, Trader,” he returned affably. “Pray provide
yourself with a glass of whatever you may like. I fear we have something of a challenge before



us.”
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Theresa May, “Shan and Priscilla shine. As someone who has been reading Liaden stories
since tney first began, I am always glad for another adventure. But I had been wondering for
some time when we would hear from Sean and Priscilla again.. So I dived into this story with
special pleasure. A little slow at first. until it could be seen where it was going. Sean is at his dry
humor I so enjoy, and Priscilla-well not tell spoilers, thlngs are happening in her life which will
change it forever. One of the previous reviewers referred to some threads being ended, but so
many new threads are still outstanding, we should be able to enjoy Liad for years to come.Until
then!”

amf0001, “Focus on Shan and Pricilla and Padi. The Liaden universe has grown so complex that
it appears each new book focuses on a splinter of characters, rather than trying to follow them
all. We don't touch foot on SureBleak this time round, nor are with with Theo and the Bechimo.
Instead we are back on Dutiful Passage. It's hard to see them struggle with trade/Port
shenanigans and not be treated with the respect they deserve! Shan is looking for new trade
routes as well as striving to avoid the traps that the Department of the Interior is setting for him
and his crew.I found the beginning a bit hazy but everything was clear by the end and I enjoyed
spending time with these characters who feel like friends . Of course, I just finish the book and
immediately start pining for the next one. I hope it comes out soon! (I know, I know, once a
year and some short stories is more than reasonable,  but I am greedy! )”

Karin Lib, “So good to be back in the Liaden Universe. The Delm of Korval has charged Shan,
Priscilla and Padi seek out new trade routes, now that Clan Korval has been basically banned
from so many of their former trading partners. Padi really comes into her own here, and I
enjoyed her journey. It will be interesting to see where Lee and Miller will have us travel to next.I
have to admit that I had to hold myself back from starting the series all over again and re-reading
to the end (I have already done that three times). I loved being back on Dutiful Passage with
Shan and Priscilla, but I missed Val Con, Miri, Daav, Aelli, Theo, Bechimo, the Clutch, Jeeves,
the Tree, and last but not least, the cats.Thank you Sharon and Steve for bringing back old
friends.”

Jason H., “The continuing adventures of Padi and Shan Yos'Galan. This novel picks up
immediately after ALLIANCE OF EQUALS, and deals with the fallout of the events of that novel.
It also introduces a new thread into the universe, with the dust clouds that play a background
motivation in the Jethri novels (BALANCCE OF TRADE/TRADE SECRET) receding from the
sectors of space they cut off, new/old worlds are soon to become available, and what is a Master
Trader and his apprentice going to do about that?I enjoyed it, but as much as I usually enjoy
Shan and his banter, this book didn't grab me as much as it usually does. That said, this is
another worthwhile entry in the Liaden Universe, and it did resolve a semi-minor thread involving



Lute and Moonhawk.This is NOT a good book to start with the series, as it is the continuation of
several ongoing storylines, and a new reader will be hard pressed to pick up the necessary
details from context. Much better starting points would be the first written - AGENT OF
CHANGE; the first of the Theo books - FLEDGLING [Both of which are available for free through
AMAZON, or the publisher Baen Books), or LOCAL CUSTOM, which deals with the parent
generation of the current main cast.”

Elisabeth Carey, “Another great Liaden adventure. Shan yos'Galen, Clan Korval's Master Trader,
is working to build profitable new trade routes to make up for its lost routes and its expensive
move from Liad to Surebleak. Unfortunately, Korval's enemies and rivals are still at work, and it's
not proving easy to find ports that are profitable, respectable, and willing to welcome the ships of
the Tree & Dragon.It's a task not made easier by Shan's near-fatal clash with an agent of the
Department of the Interior, or by his daughter and heir, Padi's, newly emerged dramliz powers
and her reluctance to embrace them. There is, nevertheless, a potentially promising contact with
Terran Trader Janifer Carresens-Denobli, and an unexpected encounter on Pommierport, with
down-at-heels Luck and his unlikely companion.Dutiful Passage and her crew are in for some
exciting, scary adventures they'd have preferred to skip, but Shan also finds a new trade
prospect, that only requires overturning all the standard ideas of how trade routes should work.
Established structures just aren't going to do it for Korval, in their dangerous new
circumstances.We spend time with some familiar old friends, including norbears, and some
interesting new ones, too. Korval isn't alone in not being well served by tradition, right now.
Overall, this is a fast-paced, exciting story with new and old characters who have depth and a
feeling of reality. And since this is the Liaden universe, the universe itself undergoes some
development and change.It's a lot of fun, completely enjoyable, and I strongly recommend it.I
bought this book.”

Shadowlight, “I LOVE this series and this book, just not the one I'd start the series with.. I have
loved this series from the very beginning. I was fortunate to find the first book shortly after it first
came out.I, of course, love/enjoy some more than others but, all are worth reading. Frankly, I
didn't like Moonwalk and Lute very much when they first appeared. Perhaps, because it
seemed disconnected from everything and I was obsessed with the characters I wanted to see.
Over the years they became more connected and I grew to accept them.The last few books
they appeared in I didn't mind them at all.In this book I feel we get to know Padi better.It is good
to see her stretch her wings!While I recommend this book it is NOT the place to start the series.
I always like starting at the beginning. Be aware that the first trilogy has a different feel than the
rest. As much as I loved them I've come to appreciate some others more.”

A. A. Armstrong, “Excellence as always. Absolutely love these books and over the years I have
had to wait patiently for each one to be written - it has been a long wait in-between sometimes. I



envy anyone just discovering these books ... however I am starting mine from scratch again!
Superb writing, world and culture building. The character building is exquisite and although
each book can be read on its own they all link through the family and generations beautifully.
The authors of these books seem to write very much in the mode (or should I say code?) of the
world and characters they lay before us .. with balance in all things.”

Silver Surfer, “This mustn't be the end. I hope this is not the last of the Liaden books. I want to
know more. Bringing in the Yxtrang to the mix perhaps. Starting Surebleak university,
communicating more fully with the Norbears (after all, Joyita can slow down their burbling). So
many ends still in play.  Sharon and Steve have given us a clue - their universe expands.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Excellent story. As always a great tale and as normal both the trip and
destination are unexpected. Looking forward to the next book in the series.”

Sin Bozkurt, “Satisfying. A pleasant return to much loved characters with a steady pace and
interesting development of newer characters. Can’t wait for the next one.”

The book by Sharon Lee has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,005 people have provided feedback.
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